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0, Introduction

There Is In Bllaan^ a contrast between a noun or pronoun
used as actor In relation to a verb and a noun or pronoun used as
goal, 2 This contrast will be called "case". There is another
contrast between a noun or pronoim which Is highlighted versus one
which is not. This contrast will be called "voice" or "focus".
Since It is difficult to describe these two contrasts Independent-
ly of one another, they will be described together. There Is a
third contrast between a noun or pronoun which Is emphasised and
one which Is not. This contrast will be called "emphasis".

(1) Bllaan Is the conventional spelling. The people them-
selves pronounce It Bl44n, There are said to be more than twenty
thousand Bllaans located mainly In the province of Cotabato of
Southern Mindanao, and also on the small Islands of Saranganl and
Balut

•

This article Is being published after a little more than a

year (195^-55) of study of Bllaan in the sltio of Kablan, Tupl,
Cotabato, Mindanao, Philippines, under the auspices of the Summer
Institute of Linguistics, Several informants have been helpful.
Deserving special mention are two young men, Arsinio Malayang
Garclano, and Baan Mago , 21 and 18 years of age respectively.
Both have lived in this dialect area all of their lives. Sincere
appreciation is due to R.S. Pittman for his invaluable help.

Orthography: 4 = C^U; 6 " '-®-^5 -S = pepet vowel C^U;
word-medial (-) and word-final V) represent glottal stop C'J,
For a fuller description of the phonemes see the author's
"The Phonemes of Bllaan", PHILIPPINE JOURNAL OF SCIENCE,
8i+. 311-322, (1955).

(2) The terms "actor", "goal", rrnd "rsferent" a"5 from
Blooffifleld, and are roughly equivalent to subject, object, and
indirect object respectively,
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60 BXLAAN GRAMMAR

lo Case and Pooub

The aotor-verb and verb-goal relations are normally In-

dicated by first post-verb position for the actor and second post-

verb position for the goal. While case Is indicated by position,

focus is indicated by a verbal affix and, when pronouns are^

present, the occurrence of a specific pronoun series.-^ An [aj*'

affix indicates an aotor-verb focus. An {a\ affix indicates a

verb-goal focus.

In a minimal actor-verb construction a noun or an ALE

series pronoun occurs in normal position and an ^m] affix occurs

with the verb,

/mngel ng&/ (cry child) "^^- «>^*-«'' "-^ -« '^

/mil^h ate/ (run we)

'The ^hild cries.

'Wjg run.

'

(3) There are foxor series of pronouns in Bllaan,

Series Name KANKN AN ALE DUN

I, me
you (singular)
he, him. she. her
we, us (dual)
we, us (exclusive)
we, us (inclusive)
you (plural)
they, them

The AN series pronouns are always suffixed to a verb or

noun. When /am/ or /an/ of this series are suffixed to a verb or
noun having a final vowel, the vowel of the pronoun is lost. In
all such cases in this paper a space has been left separating the
pronoun from the verb to show it more clearly. When /gu/ of the
AN series is in combination with second person singular or plural,
/gu/ becomes /ta/. When /yu/ of this series is in combination
with first person singular, /yu/ becomes /ya/.

(if) Seraph brackets { \ are used to indicate morphs (not

necessarily morphemes) with possible alternants.

do
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In an aotor-verb-goal construction with the actor-verb
relation focus the actor-verb part of the construction is the same
as for the minimal aotor-verb construction above and the goal is a
DUN series pronoun in r mal position,

/kamf^ kukii unglh/ (catch cat rat) 'The cat catches the rat,"

/magin gemo dun/ (accompany you him) 'JJoa ficcompanjc himo'°

For the same focused relation in a mixed noun and
pronoun construction, position and the verbal affix remain the
same, either one of the pronouns being replaced with a noun,
the other pronoun remaining the same,

/magin ngll do/ (accompany child me) 'The child ao£orapanl,e^ me,'

/magin gemo ng^/ (accompany you child) 'You accompany the child,'

In a similar construction with verb-goal relation focus,
position is unchanged, but an In

J
verbal affix occurs vith an AN

series pronoun actor and an ALE series pronoun goal.

/kanf^ kukli ungdh/ (catch cat rat) 'The cat catches the rat.'

/nebe m ale/ (bring you them) 'You bring th^m,

•

For the same focused relation in a mixed noun and
pronoun construction, position and the verbal affix remain the
same, either one of the pronouns being replaced with a noun,
the other pronoun remaining the same,

/nebe libun ale/ (bring girl them) 'The girl brlngs__them ,

'

/nebe m libun/ (bring you girl) 'You bring the girl,'

The focused verb-goal relation is more common than the
focused actor-verb relation.

(6) Because of the similarity between the KANEN series and the
DUN series pronouns, there is a possibility of misunderstanding
when using certain actions,

/mebe gemo do/ (bring you me) either 'You bring me.'
or 'You bring to me.'



2, Emphasis

It Is possible to have emphasis In a minimal aotor-verb
construction. The emphasis Is superimposed on the actor-verb
relation focus, and It is Indicated In any of the following ways:

(a) The pre-verb position of a noun or KANEN series pronoun,

/ngit mngel/ (child cry) 'The chj^ld cries, • 7

/glte milih/ (we run) 'V^ run,'

(b) The occurrence of a KANEN series pronoun preceding, and
an ALE series pronoun following the verb.

/glte milih ate/ (we run we) 'Wjg nm,

'

(c) The occurrence of an ALE series pronoun in first post-
verb position with a KANEN series pronoun in second post-verb
position.

/mll^h ate glte/ (run we we) 'We run,'

The emphasis contrast becomes apparent in an actor-verb-
goal construction. This third contrast is Indicated by a pre-verb
position and a KANEN series pronoun.

Emphasised Actor: In these constructions a DUN series
pronoun occurs as goal in first post-verb position. Emphasis is
superimposed on the actor of an actor-verb relation focus
indicated by an {m} verbal affix.

/kuku mebe ung6h/ (cat bring rat)

/kanen mebe dale/ (he bring them)

/kukii mebe dale/ (cat bring them)

/kanen mebe kuku/ (he bring oat)

' The oat br_in|[s the rat ,

'

'S6_,^riliKS them .

'

'The oat brings them,'

'He_brings the oat ,

'

(7) A wavy underline in the free translation is used t(

indicate enrphasi8»
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Emphasized Goal: In these constructions an AN series
pronoun occurs as actor in first post-verb position* Emphasis is
superimposed on the goal of a verb=goal relation focus Indicated
by an {n} verbal affix » .

/ungdh nebe kuku/ (rat bring cat)

/kanen nebe La/ (him bring they)

/ung^h nebe n/ (rat bring he)

/kanen nebe kukV (^^"'^ bring oat)

'The cat brings the rat,'

•They bring him,'®

'He brings the rat ,

'

'The cat brl,n£S_hlm .

'

While focus and emphasis usually reinforce each other In
a given construction, there is one common Bllaan sentence type In
which they do not. This construction has a verb-goal focus
indicated by an {n} verbal affix , while having an actor emphasis
indicated by a pre-verb position of the actor reinforced by an AN
series pronoun of the same person in first post^verb positlono
With pronouns, a KANEN series pronoun is the actor, while an ALE
series pronoun is the goal, occurring In second post=verb position.

/kuku kanfe-an unglh/ (cat catch he rat) 'The cat catches the rat,'

/dale kanfe-la gemo/(they catch they you)

'

They catch ^ou.

'

/kuku kanfe-an ale/ (cat catch he them) 'The cat catcher them.'

/dale kanfe-la ung6h/(they catch they rat) 'They catch the rat.'

A construction that occurs much less frequently than
the preceding is one in which there is an actor-verb focus
Indicated by an (mj verbal affix, while having a goal emphasis
indicated by the choice of a KANEN series pronoun occurring In
second post-verb position, in combination with an ALE series

pronoun in first post-verb position. When using nouns, the

emphasis is not obvious,

/tmabeng gemo kanen/ (help you him) 'You help him.

'

(8) In this combination only, a lesser degree of emphasis Is

apparently possible by the permissible occurrence of the KANEN
series pronoun in second post-verb position.

/nebe la kanen/ (bring they him) 'They bring him.'
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3o Referent^

A referent may occur with any of the constructions

already illustrated, A DUN series pronoiin occurs as referent

either in final position of the construction or between the verb

and goal. In this construction the /i/ particle usually occurs

preceding a noun actor in pre-verb position; it may or may not

occur preceding a noun actor in first post-verb position,

/i ngll amngel dun/ (child cry for him)
'

'The child cries for him.'

/nebe i libun ale dun/ (bring girl them him) 1 'The girl birinjgs

or r

/nebe i libun dun ale/ (bring girl him them) 1 them to him.'

When a referent is emphasized, the /di/ particle usually
occurs preceding a noun or a KANEN series pronoun referent, each

of which usually occur in final position of the construction.
The KANEN series pronoun indicates emphasis,

/i ngit amngel di kanen/ (child cry for him)
'The £hj,ld cries for him.'

/milih ate gite di kanen/ (run we we to him) 'W^ run to him.'

/nebe i libun ale di kanen/ (bring girl them to him)
'The girl brl,ngs_them to him .

'

/dale kanfe-la gemo di mil/ (they catch they you for father)
• They £at ch j£ou for father ,

•

if. Possession

The normal possession relation with nouns is indicated
by word order, with the possessed followed by the possessor.

/falel to/ (hand person's) 'the person's hand'

If the possessor is indicated by a pronoun, an AN series
pronoun occurs in post-noun position,

/gumne-mi/ (house our) 'our house'

A special emphasis on the pronoun possessor is possible,
indicated by a KANEN series pronoun in pre-noun position,

/garni gumnV (our house) 'our house'
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